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The NorTh Call INN
Wealth 11111

Prices $$$$$

Security d d d d d 

Authority ~~~~~

Rooms 10 normal rooms

Services Lodging, Gemstone & Fishing Expeditions

Talent Fishermen, Sea Navigator, Shipwrights

Disposition None   

 “A fishnet hammock is all I need for a good night’s 
sleep. An’ let me tell ya: a deep bowl of hot fish stew 
an’ a pint o’ Hagshot”

~ Lem Oarman, seasonal resident at the North Call Inn

A 
short walk from the docks in 
this small fishing village stands 
the North Call Inn. Though its 
thatched roof has seen better 
days, the weathered stone 
building provides a welcome 

respite from the cold wind and sea spray. A large 
brass weathervane sits atop the roof. On the 
rare sunny day, light touches the metal creating 
a beacon for wayfaring voyagers. Above the 
entrance, an old wooden sign sways in the wind, 
squeaking its welcome on rusted chains. 

A crackling fire in the large hearth and the aroma 
of seasoned fish stew are the first things travelers 
notice when they step through the doors. Several 
booths, tables, and a long bar fashioned out of 
a large piece of driftwood can accommodate up 
to 30 patrons. Buoys, crab pots, and fishing nets 
decorate the interior. Affixed to the wall above 
the hearth is a wooden mermaid. Once attached to 
the bow of a grand sailing vessel, she now keeps 
watch over the inn. 
  A raised platform behind the bar houses six 
barrels; all corked except one. Above the barrels, 
a small cabinet filled with spirits hangs next to a 
salvaged ship’s wheel.

INNkeeper & STaff

Ared Norgin (Male Human Fighter) - Rugged 
in appearance but friendly natured, Ared speaks 
with a deep raspy voice. The sound of his booming, 
coarse laughter can reach as far away as the 
docks - if someone lets him in on a good joke. 
His right hand is missing two fingers, courtesy of 
an unfortunate encounter with a wild dog in his 
youth. He has not been very fond of dogs since. 
  Aside from being the innkeeper, Ared is the sole 
brewer of a unique local drink called hagshot. He 
might tell curious patrons the ingredients, but his 
brewing process is a well-kept secret.

Solsta Norgin (Female Human Commoner)  
Ared’s daughter, Solsta, helps run the North Call 
Inn. She cooks and serves guests in the tavern. 
Her pretty, round face makes most travelers feel 
at ease. Solsta’s delicious fish stew has earned 
the jealousy of more than a few fishwives. Their 
husbands can’t help comparing what they get at 
home to Solsta’s recipe.

The TIde of SeaSoNS 
Ten guest rooms are available at the North Call 
Inn. Seasonal fishermen call this inn home from 
late autumn to mid-spring, when crab fishing is at 
its peak. Four simple communal rooms offer straw 
beds on the floor and fishnet hammocks hung from 



posts, attached to the walls and ceilings. These 
rooms sleep nine and are as cramped as sleeping 
quarters on most ships. Lockers nailed to the wall 
provide guests a place to store their possessions. 
Guests can rent a padlock from Ared should the 
need arise. Two single and four double occupancy 
rooms comprise the rest of the available space. 
Modestly decorated, these rooms offer straw beds, 
simple furnishings, and footlockers. Ared keeps 
the hearth fire going all through the night during 
the colder months, and while you’ll still need to 
bundle up when going to bed, you won’t see your 
breath when you exhale.

regular paTroNS

Jameson Boonsall (Male Human Commoner) 
After witnessing a ghostly apparition at sea, 
Jameson became fascinated with the unexplained 
and supernatural. Buy him a drink, and he’ll share 
dark tales of sea monsters, ghost ships, and star-
crossed lovers who haunt the village. Jameson 
lost his beloved dog while fishing during a stormy 
night. Deep scars have gnarled his face, making 
him slightly droopy-eyed; a sad souvenir from that 
unfortunate night. Jameson often spends time on 
the docks looking out to sea, no doubt thinking of 
his lost best friend.

Aengus Grist  (Male Half-Orc Town Guard) 
Although he’s large and intimidating like most 
half-orcs, Aengus is friendly and kind-hearted. 

He stops in for a drink in the evening after 
patrolling the town streets. When he arrives, he 
takes his usual spot at a barstool closest to the 
door and greets everyone who enters. The village 
itself is usually free from major crime, but Aengus 
always has news of nearby bandit activity.

Gregor Stock (Male Human Merchant)  
The peculiar personality and looks of the owner of 
the local Stock & Trade emporium are legendary. 
This short and stout man is a cunning negotiator 
and expert appraiser, always on the lookout to 
make a profit. In his left eye socket is a sapphire 
concealed by a fine purple eye patch. His braided 
brown hair has distinctive dark orange streaks 
in it. Traveling merchants keep him privy to 
the challenges and danger they encounter on 
the roads. Eager to hire caravan guards, Gregor 
has several business propositions for more 
adventurous folks.

Targuka, SprINg CelebraTIoN 
Five hundred years ago, a wayward fishing boat 
met its unfortunate end on a stretch of rocky coast. 
Hrolf Turval and two other survivors were thrown 
from the wreckage onto the frozen shore. It was 
the beginning of winter. The three castaways 
endured many hardships over that season: ice 
storms, ravenous beasts, and countless injuries.  If 
it were not for the abundant shellfish 
and wildlife, the party surely would 

Quilla Bladesong (half-elf female Battlemaster) 

XBattlemaster:  Elven Blades, Longswords, Elven Lore (songs & tales)
 

Quilla is tall and slender with a waterfall of black hair cascading down her back. 
Born in Sestone, she learned swordsmanship in her teens from her elf father, 
becoming one of the most revered sword fighters of this age. As a young adult, 
she set off to make her fortune and returned only when she had her fill of 
slaying orcs and goblins. She’ll tell tales of saving the daughters and sons 
of various nobles, matching wits with powerful evil wizards, and slaying 
a younger but volatile red dragon. Quilla has some magic items from her 
adventuring days that she might be willing to part with if she believes they 
will be in capable hands. Additionally, Quilla can serve as a Battlemaster to 

train special skills to Heroes.



The NorTh Call SpeCIalS

Hagshot - 6cp/bottle - An exceptionally strong (and rather foul smelling) spirit bottled exclusively 
by Ared Norgin. Fermented kelp, rye, and citrus brewed in oak barrels produces this olive-colored ale. 
Hagshot smells like seaweed left to rot on the beach, and has a bitter-salty taste. Anyone who “enjoys” 
this spirit will cough or gag on the first sip. Locals say the citrus content helps prevent scurvy.

Special Effect – Hagshot inspires a short-lived, reckless feeling of bravery and confidence. Whenever you make 
an ability check after drinking, roll a d4 for every pint you had within the last 30 minutes, and add the number 
rolled on each of these dice to your ability check. If you roll a 1 on any of these bonus dice, you instantly fail the 
ability check in a ridiculously clumsy way.

Dimhall Wine – 8cp/mug, 3gp/bottle 
A local merchant provides Ared with bottles of Dwarven Wine from various clans for patrons and 
locals who prefer something less bitter than Hagshot. Mostly ordered by travelers, Ared keeps these 
on display in a cabinet behind the bar, the bottles adding exotic décor to the North Call’s rustic interior.

Solsta’s Fish Stew – 2sp/bowl 
Turnips, carrots, onions, mussels, crab, and several varieties of fish make this stew a hearty meal. 
Served with a side of black bread and butter, fishermen swear by its ability to sate even the most 
ravenous hunger.

Special Effect – For 1d4 hours after eating Solsta’s Fish Stew, you have advantage on Constitution saving 
throws.

Crab legs (seasonal) – 3sp/plate
The crabs of the north seas grow to an enormous size.  The legs alone are 3 feet long! Ared stokes a 
fire out back and steams them over glowing hot coals, wrapped in seaweed, and serves six foot long 
portions on a tray with a bowl of drawn butter on the side.  Tender and light in texture, the crab meat 
melts in your mouth.  Available only during the winter and spring months.

Cheese, fruit and dry Sausage – 2sp/plate  
Seasonal cheese and fruit with a thick link of dried smoked sausage. Served with a generous portion 
of black bread and butter, this plate is good for a meal in the tavern or as a take-away for travelers. 
Fishermen who have reached their fill of seafood select this simple yet satisfying dish.

Iku-Turso, Fish Skrillé – 4sp/plate  
An exotic cuisine from the depths of the sea. Iku-Turso is served cold and is a curious combination of 
lobster broth, crab legs, and squid. It is often made to be eaten during the Ritual of Iku-Turso; honoring 
the ancient demon sea God. 



have perished.  When spring finally arrived, Hrolf 
interpreted the retreat of the harsh conditions 
as a sign from the gods that his party was being 
rewarded for their perseverance. He and his mates 
made an offering to their gods, opening their 
ceremony by striking a small gong that survived 
the wreckage.  With the help of his mates, Hrolf 
founded and built the first structures of the town 
now known as Sestone.

Every year when winter melts into spring, the 
town celebrates Hrolf and his mates. The festival 
of Targuka, named after Hrolf’s fishing boat, 
begins the day after the frozen ground melts 
away completely, revealing the new life of spring. 
Shortly before dawn, the townsfolk gather in the 
market square. A ceremonial gong stands in the 
center of the square, facing east. Ulfwin Turval, 
a direct descendant of Hrolf, sounds the gong, 
proclaiming the blessing of the gods who allowed 
Sestonians to survive another harsh winter. 
The day is filled with music, food, and games of 
chance. Spirited revelers end the festival with a 
massive bonfire on the beach that carries on until 
dawn.

rumorS & SeCreTS

Aelmor Island - It is common knowledge 
that an island off the coast once was a refuge for 
higher learning in the magical arts and devotion 
to strange deities. Now a ruin picked over by 
bandits; the old monastery may still hold some 
secret knowledge or treasures. Fishermen will 
share stories of a hidden cove among the cliffs, 
accessed through a cavern located below the ruins. 
None venture close, for jagged rocks and glimpses 
of strange fish-like humanoids, stir up fear and, 
caution in these simple fisherfolk. Heroes can gain 
more information from the locals. One might act as 
a guide for the right price.

Mining Expedition - A group of dwarves are in 
town conducting business with a local merchant. 
Word around the tavern is the merchant has 
hired the dwarves to recover his treasure. This 
expedition is as costly as it is dangerous. Realizing 
they may have oversold their abilities, the dwarves 
are now seeking additional muscle for the task. 

Heroes can locate them in a corner booth, drinking 
dwarven wine while considering alternative plans.

A past in Piracy -In a previous employ, Ared 
sailed with a notorious captain called Moorgaunt. 
In a port of call, Ared met Solsta’s mother and fell 
deeply in love. Desperate for an escape from the 
swashbuckling life, Ared stole a large sum of gold 
from Moorgaunt, collected his ladylove, and sailed 
north, far from Moorgaunt’s territory. Moorgaunt 
placed a sizable bounty on Ared’s head but no one 
from his pirating life has found him … yet. 
  Tragically, for all his careful planning and safe 
living, Ared lost his bride while she was giving 
birth to their daughter, Solsta. Ared knows the 
location of Moorgaunt’s clan lair and knows of 
several powerful magic items in their possession. 
Getting this information out of Ared won’t be easy, 
but he may tell all to those he owes a favor.

Kharkuun’s Curse – Complaints of a foul odor 
in the inn led to the discovery of a rotting corpse in 
an upstairs chamber. The remains were identified 
as merchant sea captain, Atticus Nilsson. Rumors 
of a cursed obsidian figurine soon circulated 
the docks. This figurine is said to belong to the 
powerful pirate lich, Kharkuun. Its reign of terror 
is well known by those who have traversed the 
shipping lanes in the tropical seas and lived to 
tell the tale. Those who have not seen the piece 
believe it brings the holder immeasurable wealth. 
Yet, all who have touched it have met a violent 
end. Before his fortunes turned sour, 
the captain managed 
to conceal the 
figurine behind 
the wooden 
mermaid in the 
tavern. Captain 
Atticus hoped 
this would 
save him from 
the terrifying 
darkness that 
haunted him 
day and night. 



this free sample is from our ultimate guide to 
roleplaying inns & their drinks.  

get it now on www.loresmyth.com/shop

get 25% discount now

www.loresmyth.com/signup

subscribe to the loresmyth newsletter and receive a 25% coupon code.

http://www.loresmyth.com/shop
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